
The bald eagle, it turns out, is a 
crafty survivor.

Federal authorities today are 
expected to remove the raptors 
from the endangered-species list, 
making good on a long-delayed 
promise.

Experts agree that the nation’s 
symbol was rescued from a 
downward spiral by the banning of 
DDT pesticide and by protections 
for eagles and their nests. But a less 
celebrated factor helped save the 
majestic birds: They are learning 
to thrive among humans.

“They needed to do a little bit 
of adapting,” said John White, 
a biologist who recently retired 
from the Florida Fish and Wildlife 
Conservation Commission after 
a career of specializing in eagle 
research. “Give them credit. They 
have adapted.”

That’s particularly true in Florida, 
where they have nested in places 
that have surprised biologists, 
including landfi lls, along airport 
taxiways, in suburban backyards 
and overlooking golf courses. 
Orange County’s landfi ll operators 
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have counted dozens of bald 
eagles, which congregate on the 
east Orange trash hill in pursuit of 
seagulls on winter days.

Bald eagles even have benefi ted 
from the steady ruin of Florida’s 
lakes and rivers by stormwater 
runoff and treated sewage. The 
nasty waters support high numbers 
of trash fi sh, which eagles thrive 
upon.

Florida’s bald eagles, known to 
engage insometimes deadly battles 
over territory, also have learned to 
nest more closely together.

Studies by the state’s wildlife 
agency found that eagles in urban 
settings and in more natural 
settings have had similar rates of 
survival. There’s a key difference: 
Urban birds in their fi rst year are 
slightly more at risk of getting 
run over when touching down on 
highways to dine on roadkill.

Flor ida’s  eagle  populat ion 
rebounded rapidly from about 
100 pairs in the 1970s to more 
than 10 times that many today. 
Only Alaska, where a thriving 
population of bald eagles was 
never considered imperiled, has 
more.

Central Florida counties alone host 

nearly half of the state’s eagles.

Yet during the past several years, 
the population of bald eagles 
stopped growing, a change that 
has caught the attention of wildlife 
experts across the nation.

To biologists, the possibility 
that a stunning recovery of bald 
eagles in Florida has hit a ceiling 
isn’t immediately alarming. But 
they’re wary of what will become 
of eagles in the face of continued 
development.

Steve Nesbitt, another former 
biologist with the state’s wildlife 
agency, said he won’t worry as 
long as the number of nesting 
pairs remains above 1,000. He also 
is encouraged that the birds are 
widely distributed across the state 
and, as a result, not as vulnerable to 
intense growth or from a hurricane 
that hits a particular region.

“I think everybody’s concern is 
how it’s going to look for eagles 
in fi ve years,” Nesbitt said.

Kieran Suckling, policy director at 
the Center for Biological Diversity 
in Arizona, said his group’s studies 
of how eagles are faring nationally 
found that Florida’s no-growth 
population is unique.
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“The state’s capacity to support 
eagles has been reached,” Suckling 
said.

But those eagles that have settled 
in marginal habitats may have 
done more than boost population 
numbers, he said.

“They tend to be where people 
are, and the more people see 
eagles, the more they come to love 
and value them,” Suckling said. 
“Those eagles play an important 
public-relations role.”

The announcement today by 
Secretary of the Interior Dirk 
Kempthorne at the Jefferson 
Memorial in Washington has been 
long anticipated.

Property-rights advocates have 
become frustrated that the U.S. 
Fish and Wildlife Service has 
continued to impose development 
restrictions on private lands where 
eagles nested. Environmentalists 
are thrilled to have a highly visible 
example of how wildlife losses 
can be reversed.

The raptors now nest in every state 
except Hawaii, where they never 

soared, and biologists estimate a 
current population of more than 
11,000 breeding pairs in the lower 
48 states.

“Our  nat ional  symbol  has 
been rescued from the brink of 
extinction,” said Michael Bean, 
wildlife program chairman in 
Washington for Environmental 
Defense, a group that helped 
secure the nation’s ban on the use 
of DDT. “We’ve been looking 
forward to this since 1967.”

Despite the delisting, protections 
for the birds will continue under 
individual state laws and a 1940 
federal law that eventually became 
known as the Bald and Golden 
Eagle Protection Act.

Federal wildlife authorities are 
still trying to fi ne-tune the rules, in 
part because of an aircraft-safety 
crisis earlier this year in Sanford 
where airport offi cials obtained 
permission to destroy active eagle 
nests.

By then, authorities were already 
looking for guidance in the Bald 
and Golden Eagle Protection Act, 

which offers little specifi c detail 
for when an eagle or nest can be 
disturbed. Florida offi cials also 
are rewriting their rules for eagle 
protections.


